
 

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND ACTIONS 

• A Simple action is made with one blade movement in one period of fencing time 

• A Compound action is made with more than one blade movement and can be more 

than one period of fencing time. 

 

SIMPLE ATTACKS 

A simple attack is an offensive action made with one blade movement in one period of fencing time, 

and may be direct or indirect. 

There are four simple attacks, one direct and three indirect: 

Direct Attacks In-Direct Attacks 

1. Straight Thrust or Hit 1. Simple disengage.  

2. Cut Over (Coupe) 

3. Counter disengage 

 

1. The Straight Thrust is an attack directed in the line in which the fencer is engaged. The arm 

is extended and followed by the lunge. 

 

2. The Disengage is made by passing the point under the opponent’s blade into the opposite line. 

Whilst this action is being made, the arm is extended to make a threatening movement to the 

opponent and is followed by the lunge. 

 

3. The Cutover is made by passing the point over the opponent’s blade and again extending the 

arm to make a threat to the opponent. 

 

4. The Counter-disengage is made by deceiving the opponent’s change of line as described earlier. 

It is made by following the opponent’s change of line, extending the arm and lunging.  

 

COMPOUND ATTACKS 

A compound attack is an attack compromising of one or more feints. By combining any of the 

simple attacks into one flowing movement a compound attack is formed. ie. two disengagements 

become a ‘One Two’ and a disengage followed by a counter- disengage is called a Doublè.  

The feint or first part of the attack is designed to make your opponent take a parry and depending 

on the type of parry, the second part of the attack is to deceive and hit the target.  

eg. if the defender takes a simple parry after the feint of disengage, then the  

second part of the attack would be another disengage. 


